
HURLEY 2nd v Little Marlow 2nd   Date: 16th August 
 
Played at Hurley 
 
Innings of Little Marlow 2nd 
 
L. Ryan  b. Hunjan 20 

N. Marie c. Pollitt b. Hunjan 15 

S. Shore  b. Basharat 25 

N. Matthews  b. Basharat 12 

T. Lathey c. Khan b. Ahmed 0 

T. Potter  b. Basharat 16 

G. Holmes  b. Basharat 6 

R. Mason c. Pollitt b. Basharat 5 

M. Wilson  b. Ahmed 4 

P. Slatter Not out  1 

R. Tedham  b. Basharat 2 

  Extras 19 

  Total 125 

  For 10 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

P. Hunjan 10 2 22 2 

D. Pollitt 11 1 25 0 

M. Basharat 14 5 21 6 

F. Ahmed 12 3 44 2 



Innings of Hurley 2nd  
 
M. Walton c. Holmes b. Wilson 11 

D. Pollitt c. Ryan b. Wilson 25 

A. Junaid LBW b. Slatter 1 

Y. Khan  b. Wilson 8 

Scott Taylor  b. Holmes 14 

P. Hunjan Not out  41 

T. Tasadiq  b. Potter 11 

F. Ahmed c. Ryan b. Wilson 2 

M. Whitaker Not out  0 

M. Basharat dnb   

D. Walton dnb   

  Extras 13 

  Total 126 

  For 7 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

P. Slatter 10.3 2 26 1 

T. Potter 12 3 18 1 

M. Wilson 10 4 27 4 

R. Mason 3 0 14 0 

N. Marie 1 0 11 0 

G. Holmes 7 2 18 1 

S. Shore 1 0 7 0 

 

Result:  Hurley 2nd won by 3 wickets 
 
Hurley 2nds best bowling performance of the season set up only their second victory 
in Division 4 of the Morrant Chilterns League this season, at home to Little Marlow. 
 
On winning the toss, Dave Pollitt opted to bowl first, despite the usual latecomers 
meaning the home side took the field with nine men. Pollitt (0-25) and Parvinder 
Hunjan (2-22) used the new ball wisely, restricting Les Ryan (20) and Nicky Marie (15) 
to only 16 runs from the first ten overs. Marie looked to play positively and this 
proved to be his downfall; having lofted Hunjan over long-on for a maximum in the 
eleventh over, he tried to repeat the shot four balls later only to hole out to Dave 
Pollitt. Only eighteen more runs were added in the next six overs before Ryan 
dragged a wide delivery from Hunjan onto his stumps to depart at 41 for 2. Steve 
Shore (25) anchored the innings well, adding twenty-six for the third wicket with 
Nigel Matthews (12). A double bowling change saw Mo Basharat, having served his 
penance for arriving 25 minutes late, and Faisal Ahmed torment the Little Marlow 
batsmen. A career best 6-21 from Basharat kept the wickets falling at regular 
intervals. Some of the batsmen contributed to their own down fall, with Matthews 
and Ged Holmes both playing across the line to straight deliveries from Basharat and 



losing their middle stump. At the other end, Ahmed (2-44) kept the batsmen 
guessing, turning the ball both ways off the pitch and getting some good bounce to 
keep the keeper on his toes. Yasir (Elvis) Khan took his customary one-handed catch 
to dismiss Tom Lathey off Ahmed, but it was Basharat who did most of the damage 
with five of his six victims out bowled, proving the old adage that bowling at the 
stumps is the best tactic. The visitors limped to a second batting point before Richard 
Tedham (2) was castled by Basharat giving Hurley a target of 126 to win from 53 
overs. 
 
If Little Marlow’s batting was not up to scratch, their fielding was well below par, 
with half a dozen chances going begging. Dave Pollitt was the main beneficiary being 
dropped on four occasions during his innings of twenty-five. With only a low total to 
chase there was no pressure on Hurley’s opening pair of Pollitt and Mike Walton as 
they steadily accumulated runs.  Little Marlow opened their attack with Paul Slatter 
and Tim Potter using the old ball. This tactic proved unsuccessful, although things 
could have been different if they had held their catches. After nine overs the new 
ball was taken with Matt Wilson replacing Potter, whi switched to the Shepherds 
Lane end. The much needed breakthrough came in the sixteenth over when Walton, 
looking to drive a wider delivery from Wilson, could only edge to slip where Ged 
Holmes held onto the catch. 31 for 1 quickly became 50 for 3, with Pollitt edging 
Wilson to the keeper and Yasir Khan missing a straight delivery to give Wilson his 
third wicket in as many overs. Slatter returned to trap Asif Junaid leg before and with 
the frailties of Hurley’s batting this season, the nerves were jangling with seventy 
runs still needed. Scott Taylor (14) and Hunjan settled things down with a thirty run 
partnership for the fifth wicket, but just as the Hurley faithful were starting to relax, 
Taylor was late on a straight delivery from Holmes and lost his leg stump. Taqadas 
Tasadiq (11) made a valuable contribution before a poor shot saw him bowled by 
Potter. Ahmed could only manage a couple of runs before edging Wilson to the 
keeper, leaving the hosts requiring another eight runs to win with three wickets 
remaining and the game back in the balance. Throughout the regular fall of wickets 
at the other end, Hunjan remained solid, hitting anything loose to the boundary as 
the visitors made several bowling changes in an attempt to dislodge him. With 
fourteen year old Michael Whitaker joining Hunjan at the fall of the seventh wicket, 
Little Marlow felt they were in with a chance, surrounding the batsman to put him 
under pressure, but Whitaker held firm, playing immaculately in defence to support 
Hunjan who saw his side home with an unbeaten 41 runs. 


